
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Monday May 14, 2007

SPECIAL MEETING

Budget Hearing Minutes

TIME & PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico,
met in Special Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of

said City, on Monday May 14, 2007 at 3: 00 P.M. — 6:00 P.M., and

continuing on Thursday May 17, 2007 at 3: 00 A.M. — 6:00 P. M.,

to consider the following:

1.  Review Preliminary Budget for Fiscal Year 2007/ 2008

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Loris S. Montgomery, Mayor
Hon. Jerry D. Stagner, Mayor Pro-ter
Hon. Jimmy Rainey, Commissioner
Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Hon. Freddie Torres, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Helen Belis, Finance Officer

Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:      There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

The following minutes are verbatim transcripts for the Preliminary
Budget 2007- 2008.

The following are abbreviations:

JA—Jaime Aguilera, City Manager CP— Chief Peterson

LM—Mayor Lori Montgomery CT—Carl Teston

JS —Mayor Pro- tem Jerry Stagner MP—Mary Penner
JR— Commissioner Jimmy Rainey
EBR—Commissioner Renfro

FT—Commissioner Torres

HB —Helen Belis, Finance Officer

BH—Bob Hupp, I.T.
JH— Judge Hawkins

LB —Linda Bauer, H/R, Asst. C. Mgr.

MONDAY, MAY 14, 2007
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JA- indicated that this year' s budget was a little more difficult to

put together because of the recent changes in personnel in the

Finance Department, and stated that Helen has done an excellent

job. He stated she has gone through the Revenue picture and they
agreed ahead of time that they are not going to look at any future
revenue from Wal-Mart.

He explained the revenues have been stable and have been quite

high in the beginning of the year from GRT, and about the middle
of the year they started to drop off and stabilize in a normal growth
pattern that they have seen in the past about 3- 6%, and that they

had been much higher before that, and indicated that was probably
due to a couple of factors... there was some large projects going on
in town and kind of dwindled out in the middle of the year and now

have some large projects starting up again which will be a lot of the
workers working for Wal-Mart staying at local hotels, and eating
locally and so forth, and another large project that started about the
middle of the year which is the NRCS drainage project.

JA—He stated gas prices had a factor in there... they dropped
substantially about the middle of the year and have now gone up
again, and that they will probably see more people staying around

and spending money locally.

He indicated there is still a long list of un-met needs of the
departments, and he sent out two memos in reference to budget

cuts... showing what the department heads asked for, and some of
those have been cut.  And explained the way they put the budget
together this year... and indicated Helen started by working on
projections for the following year and the year-end balances.

JA—They asked all staff members what they needed in the coming
year, and that the first week of March they started the budget
process. He stated the first thing they did is look at their operating
budget and slimmed that down according to what they spent the
prior year, once they did that and wanted to know what their new
projects that they want and they gave them a list and added those.

He stated about a month later Helen finished projections and when

they compared the budgets with the revenues they had, and found
in the General Fund budget they were about 2% over in requests,

and in the Utility budget they were about 5%, so he went back and

started cutting and those are the memos, and cut 2% out of

everybody' s budget across the board and 5% across the board out

of the Utility budget.

JA- Stated that put them back into a situation... in the ending
balance... General Fund...$ 62,000 ending cash balance that' s of
course plus the 374 000 that is art of the reserve.P P

At this time Helen had a new replacement.

JA—When they did the budget cuts they ended up with about
70,000 as a balance, and today cash ending balance is $ 55,425

with $375, 010 in reserves.

He indicated the new sweeper for the Street Department they
purchased they thought the wiring was under warranty and they
found out it was no longer under warranty... so that is an expense

that will lower that$ 55,000 again, and stated those types of

expenses keep coming and nothing they can do about it.
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LM... So I' m clear on what they are doing.  When you' re talking
about expenses... you' re talking about out of the current budget.

JA—Right.

LM—So this budget that they are doing is the budget effective July
1 which is the new budget year.

JA—That' s right.

LM—So to me... these figures on their recap sheet have nothing to
do with anything right at this point... because you' re saying your
ending balances are going to fluctuate because of expenditures
now?

JA- That' s right.  See the recap sheet shows them what they believe
will be the ending balances as of June 30t1i.

LM—I understand that... and that is what you are saying is going to
fluctuate... not the actual budget, so to me...

EBR—The un-audited beginning cash balance for July 1.

LM—Correct... right, but to me I don' t think they should even
worry about the re-cap sheet at this point... what we need to worry
about is the actual budget dollars going into the department, and
then they will back into the re-cap sheet closer to the end of the
fiscal year.

JA—Right.

LM—Okay.

JA— The only reason to keep this in mind... is because what the re-

cap sheet is telling them... is they have a balanced budget... they
have some money left over... it' s an amount they will be using to
start the beginning of the year... they don' t want to leave that at
zero because that' s the money they need to begin expenses on July
I", at the same time they don' t want to leave too much money on
the table and leave departments wanting for projects... so when you

think about... in the budget process when they think about a
department that comes to you and says... I need another

10,000... that' s going to come out of that number. So that is why
this number is important.

LM—Right... but what I' m... but I think we all should agree on is

they don' t want that number to get past a certain point... so as long
as they can say... we never want this ending cash balance to be
below x... then those issues you have with the departments before
they finalize the budget... you can make those decisions within that
number.

EBR—And to me the budget is there for a purpose and everybody
should try to stay within.  I do have a question on the re-cap... you

said that... why is the revenues for the Joint Utilities so much
higher... it' s almost a million dollars... it' s $ 971, 033 higher than
what... what it was in the adjustments they did last year... they had
to lower the revenues, and they would have been lowered to some
seven million three hundred fifty three eight hundred seventeen,
and the revenue here for the Joint Utility is $ 971, almost a million
higher than what... and they already had to lower that 7 million.
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JA—The revenues when they first went through the revenue picture
they did count the 15% increase that they had... they counted the
15% as an expense... but they didn' t count the 15% on the revenue

side, so they adjusted that, and that is what is showing on their final
re- cap.

He also provided the Commission with several lists of

accomplishments from different departments.

HB — She indicated the way she went through and did the revenue
projections, and actually went through this fiscal year where they
are at, and also last fiscal year.

She stated on the Joint Utility they met with the temporary manager
and they went through what was the revenue and what they have
right now, and that is how they projected next years revenue.

EBR— So when it was lowered at the last budget adjustment... it

didn' t need to be lowered.

HB —No what... I still have one more budget adjustment to do... so

what I did any budget adjustments that I haven' t presented yet, I
went ahead and added them in here for more realistic... where they

were at on their cash ending.

Governing Body—Page 6— Essentially the same, no major
changes, 20% increase in the Sub- recipients compared to last year.

JS — Asked how long have the elected officials been at $ 500 and
550.

EBR— Not too long.  If you' re going to change it... you can' t ever

change it... another words... until the next election.

JS — Have we done any surveys as to where we are... in relationship
to the rest of the elected officials.

FT— At one time didn' t they vote for$ 800... and then they backed
off.

EBR— At one time they did that.

JR— I think it was voted in... a certain amount... if money was
available, and the money was never available.  And as of right now
I still don' t see the money available.

LM—I think you vote for it at whatever time you do the budget,

and it goes into effect when the next election comes into play.

FT— So another words they voted for it, and didn' t take it so... so

now it' s got to start the process again.

JR— The Commission cannot give themselves a raise during their
term.

EBR— I don' t know if that action was rescinded, do you remember

Mary... I think that was during Sam Isom' s time... I don' t know.

JR— It wasn' t rescinded... it was just never acted on because they

never had the money.

JA— If the action... I would say... if the Commission took an action
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to accept the increase, and subject to the money being
available... then the action stands, and this Commission
would... most of these members would probably be eligible to
receive that increase because it was voted by a previous
Commission.

EBR— But didn' t the$ 500.00 go into effect after that?

JA—So is that something that you want them to do.

LM & JS — Both indicated they would like them to do some
research and see where they are in comparable City size.

Office of the City Clerk—

JA—You will see an increase in the entire department' s salary
budget because of the 6% increase.

HB —Stated the other percent is because Mary did not have a 3rd
person, so that is why they lowered that on the total salary... so that

is why they show a 7% increase.

JA— It' s not a real increase... it' s just putting the person back in
there.

HB —No, right it' s putting the persons pay back in there.

EBR— On employee training that seems to have gone up... I know

it was 1, 837 for this budget year that we are in, but when you
compare to the other actual...

Mary did you all do extra employee training, or do you know what
that includes or...

MP— No... we won' t have election school until this year.

HB —The reason why to go to election school and your bond
renewal is $ 450.00.

JS —Capital expenditures... is that for a new copier? Budget

request is $ 20,000 instead of$ 7,500 they had last year.

JA—There is a new computer in her budget, and a new
copier... and I guess this is a good point to make the presentation on
the copy system... they are changing the way they do
copying... instead of everybody having a copier they are going to
get a very large copier for everybody to use.

LM—are you going to network them... is it going to be a copier
printer.

BH—A copier printer... possibly scanner. He stated they would
lease it and the less expensive alternative was convert the lease on
the existing Xerox copier in the Clerk' s office to a more capable

machine and to element the Konica that is currently the main City
copier.

He indicated the Konica has been bearing most of the load for quite
some time, but it' s aged out and has several features that are un-

repairable because of parts availability and it is beginning to have
commonly required parts such as print drums that are only available
on the secondary market... so its time to replace it.
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BH—They looked at leaving the copier in the Clerk' s office where
it is and replacing the Konica with another equivalent machine and
that turned out to be more expensive that converting the lease on
the one in the Clerk' s office to something that can support the
entire City Hall workload. Adding print capability will also off
load a lot of the laser printers that they are currently using in City
Hall and also many of the ink jet printers. He stated they expect to
see a significant cost savings, but I don' t have any figures as to
what the run rate on each individual printer is so I can' t quantify
that, but just looking at the overall cost per thousand pages as you
can see from a laser printer standpoint they are looking at
approximately$ 100.00 per thousand pages from a copier
standpoint they are looking at$ 8. 00 per thousand pages.  So they
should see a lower cost on printer toner and that type of thing once

they get the copier in and networked.

LM—So basically you are going to take the copiers out of the
offices and centralize a copier...

BH—That' s correct... the current plan is to element the Konica

7155 and replace with the Xerox 7655, and indicated they are
looking at a site where it is convenient for all departments.

LM—So you are going to make this mandatory for the
employees... you' re not going to give them the option of keeping
their printer/copier in their room.

BH—That' s a policy decision for Jaime... it' s trivial for me to see

up the default printer to be the copier and somebody has to
specifically override it to go to a local printer. And indicated there
are going to be issues for confidentiality reason or if the copier
happens to be down or the network happens to be down where it is

going to be necessary to keep a certain number of local printers
available, but by far and large the intent is that the majority of the
print... load for City Hall is taken up the copiers or group printer.

LM—You can have confidentially issues with putting a code into
the machine.

BH—That' s exactly right... and we can handle confidentially issues
with a code... that' s been proven to be successful with the 232 that

they have configured that way as part of the HR Department. He
stated in addition this copier has capability of doing stapling, hole
punching as part of its finisher.

JA—Stated the plan at this point is to keep the individual printer' s
but to make sure large print jobs go to the main copier. He stated

the central copying will be placed in an area within the Clerk' s
office and that will become the printing copy/mail center. He
indicated where the Konica is outside of Helen' s office and that

area will probably become another office for Helen' s accountant.

JS — Do they have the ability in their servers to e- mail to everyone
instead of making copies and hand carrying it around because every
time I see something there is 20, 30 or 40 people that get copies of
things that I get.

BH—The majority of personnel at City Hall do have that, and
stated one of the changes that I' ve made in the network is to

improve the mail services such that it can be accessed by people
who don' t have direct access to the City Hall network... so yes that

capability exists, and not all of the out facilities such as the street
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department or other facilities are completely networked, and that is
something that I' m working on as funds become available... I doubt

seriously that we will ever quite reach a paperless office but we can
get closer than we are.

JA— Stated that Bob has also created space in the server for back-

up of individual computers so they are now able to send our back-
ups to the server and keep it in two different places.

LM—The only thing that I caution you is I' ve done the office
conversion of taking the central copier and you' re not gonna save
any money unless you make the people in the offices get rid of their
copiers because you have the toner you have the cartridges... and

end up buying all the different types of cartridges because
everybody has a different brand.

BH—I agree with you.

MP—Stated the other items cut from her budget was the cemetery
software and the code books.

JA—The code books, and explained the current code books are

small and that it is non-standard, and what they thought about doing
is converting to a larger code book... 81/2 x 11 page size, and that

would# 1 save on the# of pages that have to be printed by our code
services, and explained it would reduce the number of pages and

make it smaller, and easier to handle, unfortunately it' s one of those
things that would be nice to have but the cost was a factor. He

stated the code book has been converted into digital form and is on

our web page.

The other project they looked at was software for the cemetery, but
again that was a$ 10,000 expense that they decided to do without.

Municipal Court—

JA—They added a couple of items... capital purchases and building
improvements which includes installing a back door for secondary
access, and the other is safety glass project they will be able to do
this year. He indicated when he went through and did the 2% cut,

and stated he cut$ 500.00 from the contractual services public

defender, and stated Judge Hawkins is here on that issue and

another issue that he will talk to them about.

JH— Came before the Commission and stated under the contractual

the bailiff is also paid out of that. He stated they are also loosing
attorneys, and explained for the last 10 years they have been getting

250.00 per case, and want to kick them up to $500.00.

He stated Magistrate is paying$ 500.00 to $ 1, 000.00 and some of

the attorneys have indicated it is no worth them coming here.

JA—Stated the reason he chose that line item to cut was because in
the past they had not used up the entire$ 15, 000.

JH—Also indicated he has not had a pay raise in 10 years, and
stated by law 75% of a full-time Magistrate... let' be honest that' s a

lot of money for a Municipal Judge to get 75% of that. And stated

now they passed a law... a bill in the House signed by the
Governor... and I don' t know who thought this up but they wanted
to pay Municipal Judges 90% of a District Court Judge... it broke

most towns, and that all he is asking for is a reasonable
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increase... I' m not going for the 75% of$ 71, 000... that' s ridiculous.

JA— The request that he received from Bobbie Sanders was an

18, 000 increase over last year.

JH— Just like I said... I' m being realistic about it, I' ve been around
this town 17 years and I know what funds are available... just

something reasonable... I' ll go along with that... really.

LM—So you' re asking for 50% increase over this year' s.

JH— In fact there has been 3 years... or 3 times that the Magistrate

has gotten a raise and I' ve never asked for it... like I said I' m being
honest with you... whatever you feel is good... I' ll go along with it.

LM—Okay so wait a minute... you' re asking... what are you

saying.

JA— What Bobbie Sanders had indicated to me was an$ 18, 000

increase over last year.  Above the $ 36,000.

LM—So you' re asking for 36 plus 18 which is a 50% increase

which puts you at $ 54... which is over 75% of the 71.

JA - Right.

LM—Okay I assume I' m looking at this page here and I assume
71, 000 is what the Magistrate receives... so 75% of that is

53, 250, 18 plus 36 is 54... so you' re over the 75% right there.  A

50% increase in 1 year... no offense. We really appreciate you very
much... I don' t know anybody that gets a 50% increase in one

year... I don' t have a problem looking at a phase each year.

I think there should be something in our policies and they look at a
cost of living increase for all solutions.

JH— Whatever you want to come up with... I' ll agree... I' m not

going to fight you on this. What I' m saying... I' ve had $36,000 for

10 years.

LM—Right I hear you.

JH— But this for a Municipal Judge...$ 53, 474 give me a break.  I

mean we do a lot of work down there... and this is just one week.

JS — Look at a 10% increase or something like that over the next 2-
3 years to try to make up for what' s happened in the past because
we really should have been looking at that.

JH— Well basically not having some of the other finance officers
just didn' t do their job... I' m sorry.  They should have been
checking every time election comes up, and said he is eligible for a
raise... they didn' t do it... so... Like I said be realistic.

LM—Right, right I hear you.

JR— I like the phased in idea.

LM—I do too... I think there should be a standard something.

JR— If we took that and put it side by side with the City
Commission vs. County Commission, and if we went to the same
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salary that they get it would be over 300% increase, and that is

ridiculous.

JH— I am going to run again... I took a physical everything came
back and for an old guy... I' m still in pretty good shape.  So
whatever you folks feel... really. Whatever you want to put down
there... its fine with me.

JS —I think a phased in deal... maybe 10 or 12% a year something
like that would work.

JR— 10%.

JS — 10% a year and we can look at it every year and make that
commitment that we' re gonna give a 10% raise... to try and catch
up.

JH—What the City Ordinance says... I think you' ve got a copy of
that. I' m not greedy... let' s be realistic.  I know funding.

i

JR— I would also like to put that statement on it... if funds are
available.

LM—Does the ordinance say up to?

JA—I don' t know... it does say up to... exactly mandatory.

LM—It is.

LM—What is the difference between a presiding and an associate
Magistrate?

JH— Well like with me I have an alternate judge and that' s

basically what they are.

LM—So this becomes $ 53, 250. And the contracts need to go to
15,000.

JA—Yea if that' s what the Commission wishes.

LM—Do we have much choice?

EBR— I don' t think so.

HB —Right now their actual expenditures it$ 10, 227.

JS —Well we can try at 15 and see if it works.

LM—Well... yea.

EBR—And the salary is that going up to the 50.

LM—It' s got to go up to the$ 53,250 because the way this is
written... there is no choice on it.  Is this our ordinance... well who

wrote that.

JS — Is that the way it was suppose to have been.

LM—I could see where it would say... hereby fixed at a rate up
to... but not...

EBR— It has State Law reference down here... so I' m sure that it' s
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State Law. Didn' t he say a bill had been signed?

LM– This is saying— their new rate is going up to $75, 260 for a
Magistrate Judge.  Did this House Bill pass... do you know?

JA– No I don' t... I can...

JS – Maybe we need to do the research.

JA– Apparently this one did pass... it' s the one he is talking about
that' s the 99% that I don' t know about.

LM– The 90%.  Which means the rate for a new magistrate on July
1 will go up to $75, 260, so that means we have to go up to 75% of

that?

JA– For the new judge.

LM– Unless we change the ordinance in between.

JA– Unless we change the ordinance between now and March.

EBR– I think maybe this should be looked into because...

FT– Do we have to have a Municipal Court?

JA– I believe we do... I don' t think we have any choice on that.

EBR– I don' t know how the State Statutes read.

LM– I don' t have a problem... I mean if we looked at that

ordinance that said up to 75% of the annual salary of the
State... dependent upon budget availability.

City Manager–

JA– Stated there is a 6% increase in the salaries.  Office supplies

were increased as they have been running short.  Safety equipment
is a minor increase... buying equipment that is out of date such as
back rests and hand rests and so forth.

LM– You cut your Professional Services.

EBR– Employee training is going up.

JA– Employee training went up... that' s just based on what I have

been spending going to all these conferences and so forth.

EBR– Do you need to go to all these conferences?

JA– Oh yea... just one of the conferences got us the consultant with

Tri-State, and just that alone was worth it.  He stated some of these

conferences are mandatory... like the ones for the State Self

Insurer' s Fund... the legislators conference where they go make

pitches for money, and the one he went to in Hobbs again another
pitch for money.

EBR - $2,000 for equipment & machinery.

JA– He indicated office furniture... a book case.

HB – I have a conference table.
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JA– We bought that this year... so that comes out.

HB – On the capital purchases...$ 900.00.

JA– Coffee table for the waiting room for$ 300.00, 4- drawer file
cabinet, the book case... the conference table was bought and that

was $ 800.00.  So they can reduce this by$ 1, 200.

LM– So what' s you' re Capital for$ 900.00.

HB – That was the conference table.

EBR– That can come out completely.  So we can wipe out the
900.00.

JA– So the $ 2,000 stays the same.

LM– So the$ 2,000 is the book case, coffee table and a filing
cabinet.

JA– Filing cabinet...$ 600.00, coffee table - $ 300.00, and book

case we didn' t show... and that' s probably another$ 300.00, and
that was it.

Adm. Services – Finance/HR–

JA– Indicated... Adm. Services, H/R, Risk Mgmt., are together.

Carl Teston is here and they will go to page 11 – Volunteer Fire

Dept.

JA– This is money that is funded by the City and a total of a
14,000 budget for vehicle maintenance and other contractual

services which is where they get their money to pay their volunteer
firefighters.

LM– So I see gas & oil is zero.

JA– Yes, gas and oil reimbursement is other contractual

services— the$ 12,000.

HB – Stated they give them a lump sum check.

CT– Oil & gas is paid out of State Fire.

EBR– Telephone was reduced by$ 1, 000.

CT– Yes and that it averages about$ 70.00 a month so that falls

within the cut.

LM– So you' re okay with those figures.

CT– Yes and the maintenance vehicle/equipment is for paint for

the fire hydrants.

Page 26– State Fire Fund

LM– Fire allotment is based on what?

CT– It' s based on the ISO rating.

JR– In the near future they will be adding a fire station at the
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Airport... is that going to increase your State funding.

CT— Indicated it will help but it will also hurt because what they
might have to do... so they get extra money for having another sub-
station within a certain amount of miles from the main station.

LM—You have a decrease in per them... same thing in gas & oil

here.

EBR— Have you looked it over Carl, do you have any problems
with any of the cuts... or... is this more or less the way it turned out?

CT— Yes, this is the way they have been doing it for the last 25
years.

JA— This is the budget that was turned in by the Fire Department,
and they didn' t add or detract.

Back to Adm. Offices —Page 10—

JA— They decided not to combine the 2 budgets this year, and that
next year they will combine them.

LB —On the Adm. Offices... this has gone up due to the fact that
with this new budget... I' ll be going into this department and my
salaries will be coming out of the Adm. Office vs. Human
Resources for the new fiscal year.  She indicated they will also be
hiring an Acct. Tech 1 to help Helen, and that is why it shows
going up 20%.

On mileage reimbursement... Helen you raised that quite a bit... I' m

not sure why.

HB —They raised that because Bob is going to be taking some
classes in Las Cruces that deals with his job.

JS — You just made a statement about this 20% increase was going
to come out of Human Resources... is that what you said.

LB —With the new fiscal year my salary has in the past come out of
Human Resources... with the new fiscal year they put my salary in
with Adm. Offices.

JS — But on page 12 there is a 22% increase in Human Resources.

LB —That is because what they are doing... it' s kinda

confusing... payroll right now is coming out of Adm. Services, and
it is going to start coming out of Human Resources when they
move into their new building... so her salary will be going into that
department, and in Human Resources they will also be hiring a
HR/Tech to help cover part of HR when I' m helping Jaime with
additional duties that he is going to be assigning me.

HB —Explained that the increase on this 20% was because... I was

taking both jobs... doing the accountant and the Finance Director
for the whole 6 months so that' s why there is a decrease in the
salaries as opposed to...

LM—I think we need to not go up so much on the mileage
reimbursement... I think it should be mandated that the people take

the City vehicles.
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EBR— I think so...

HB —We were also including in case... and what he is doing too
some of his classes are going to be paid by the VA, and he said that
he wasn' t sure if they were all going to be paid by the VA since it
deals with the job he is doing now that is why they added that in
there.

BH—Basically what I am doing is going after some of the
certifications that are de jure in the IT industry, and the course
work is for the most part paid outside of the City budget... I have
VA or other methods... the only thing that I am charging for or put
in the budget is two things... one is going to Las Cruces which is
the nearest testing center and take the certification exams, and it is
not clear for my understanding of the other reimbursement sources
that I have is to whether the actual exam fee is reimbursable.

LB —You are requesting that we pay for your mileage to go down
there.

BH—I am requesting that if a City vehicle is not available that I be
reimbursed for mileage.

EBR— Well I don' t see where they should be a problem with a City
vehicle not being available.

JA— Stated they have a problem with City vehicles... they only
have one which is a 92- 93 Taurus that is available for common use,
and in one department an employee attended a conference out of

town and they ended up having to go pick up the car as he broke
down.  He stated they have old vehicles that are worn and tired, so I
do not want to make the assumption that one will be available, and

policy is everybody takes a city vehicle for the most part, but every
now and then they have to make an exception.

LM—Right... and I don' t have a problem with that... what I' m

saying is a 635% increase is quite a jump.

HB —The normal mileage reimbursement is usually 250 and they
took some out to pay for some of the other line items.

JA—So do you want to take that down?

LM—I want you to handle it appropriately... that' s all I want... I

mean if it' s 750 and get down to the end of the year and you' ve
only spent 300 we will do a budget adjustment and change it.

LB —Is there any others you have any questions on.

JA—There was some budget cuts, and Linda will explain, and one

they thought about is doing a salary study, and that it is something
that should have been done a long time ago.  He indicated they
thought they might do it this year, and they got an estimate of about

25,000... and at the end of the game they cut that out.

LB —Something that she would like to consider and that they have
a policy that' s been in effect but did not have the money to do
anything with it... if they go and get additional training or college
courses in their field of expertise the City... the City would pick-up
for tuition and books.  She stated they have not done that in the past
even though it is a policy because of the money situation, and
indicted they do have employees who are interested in getting
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continuing education, and they have been fine tuning some of the
policies, and has Mr. Ed Zendel looking them over before
submitting them to the Commission for their approval.

She stated she put in$ 3, 500 to start with if someone wanted to go

to the Gardner Learning Center and take a course, and the city
would pick-up for books or pay part of the tuition... depending also
on their grade would depend on what percentage they would be
reimbursed, and stated she would like to try and get that going
again because she thinks it is good for the employees and to

encourage them to continue their education.

EBR— I' ve got mixed feelings because of the one employee I

remember doing it and quit the City and went to work somewhere
else.

LM—The other thing I would follow-up with... is there a

possibility of them signing a contract and how enforceable the
contract is because...

LB —We can have them sign a contract because they do that now
with the Police officers that they are bringing on new that they are
sending to the Academy that they stay 2 years otherwise they owe
the City.  To be honest with you I don' t think the contract is worth
the paper it' s written on.... it' s not enforceable.

LM—It' s not... it' s not... that' s why I want you to follow-up with it
and find out if there is anything that' s changed.  She stated there is
a way to get the tuition and stuff back.

LB —If they were to leave then they would have to pay us back
kinda like they do with the clothing.

LM—And I would assume your policy would say a certain number
of classes... a semester... not a full...

LB —It has to be job related, and it has to be pre- approved.

LM—Do you have a committee that would oversee that to say there
are certain criteria that an employee has to meet... attendance,

disciplinary issues... certain things that they have to meet before
they qualify for education leave?

LB —We also put down that it could not be a probationary
employee, and probationary period is a year with the City... and yes

we do have guidelines.

FT— And we want end results.

LM—You would pay after the fact.

LM—Jaime, you took that out?

JA- Yes.

LM—And your reasoning.

JA— It' s one of those extras we thought if something' s gotta go... I

guess we' ll take that one out... no real reason... we did want it.

LB —Those two I would like you to consider if we have money or

find the money.  The wage and hourly survey is important and
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working on a pay scale that has not worked on approximately 5
years before Rose left and she has been gone 3... so at least 8 years.

She indicated the way their scale is set up... there is no cap... so

they are constantly moving up through this scale and be making
quit a bit of money and they should actually have a cap on each
department on each job, and they don' t have that so they need to
reconstruct and re-work this pay schedule to where once they hit a
certain level... if they do not continue any education or move into
another position then all they would continue to get would be cost
of living raises.

EBR—As long as it stuck to because there use to be one at one time
and then all they would do is give them the different raise, so it was
actually ineffective.

LB —And once they do if they get this scale then they would have
to write a policy and stick to that policy and that' s it, and there is no
exceptions.

JA—One of the other problems they have... for example is

recruiting not only Police officers... but has problems recruiting
people in the electric department because right across the highway
is Sierra Coop and they pay$ 2-$ 3 dollars more.

JR— I have been thinking of that$ 3, 500 for the classes... 90% of

individuals that go to work for the City get into a position and don' t
see any way of advancing... and we loose them. He indicated they
have been doing that for years and years and years... if...and

3, 500 is a very small amount for people to know they care about
them and giving them a path in advancement, and I would like to
see that back in and start that program.

JA— What we' ll do is they will put it on a list of add- ons and re- cap
those at the end and see where they are.

LM—So where is the reduction... see I don' t see anything on this
sheet... where the cuts are on the salary.

JA—The salary study.

LM—The salary study... yes.

LB —It was going to be in HR on page 12.

LM—But it' s not on the budget cut... is what I was looking at.

JA— I didn' t list it but it was cut way before...

LM—So it was 25 grand.

JS — I agree with this... in what she was talking about is putting a
cap on it... we do that in our industry. And that they get a cost of
living increase which is around 3 or 4%, and the only way they can
move up is to move to another position or another category and
they have certain criteria to meet, and I agree with having a rate
study.

JA—Everything with having to do with our salary program is really
screwy... there is no end.  If they' re 20 years... there' s no end to

them getting increases on one hand... on the other hand they have
salaries that are not commensurate with other salaries that we' re
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competing against like the Coop... so we really need an overhaul on

the entire system, and that is what that$ 25, 000 was for, but it' s a

lot of money.  He indicated the only thing I can think of is maybe
wait until the middle of the year and see what happens with other

income.

LM—Let' s put that on the list at things to look at.

FT— Do you think that is a problem... in the past we had good City
employees... now it seems that we' re having a big turn over in
employees.

LB —I think it is a problem... I think it' s employee moral... because

they are saying so and so is making this much money and I' m not
making this... and they are always comparing... which they
shouldn' t... but they do.  You' ve got to have a cap on an area and
tell them you may be here 20 years in this position, but if you want
to move up or whatever you' ve got to take that next step, and I
think that is very important.

JR— That is the reason I think that other program... it ties into that.

EBR— We' ve had those before... in fact when Mr. Trujillo was City
Manager they had one for however long it lasted.

Page 12— Human Resource

LB —This is the department going into the new HR building... this

department will consist of Susan coming over from Adm. Services
and going into payroll... and will also be Safety/Risk Mgmt., Ed
Williams in that department.  She stated they are asking to create a
new position for an HR Analyst to take over and help in my area
with the salaries showing a 22% increase, and that is because they
are adding a position and the other 2 are getting their 6% for the

safety.

LM—You have a 63% increase in maintenance, vehicle, office

equipment.

LB - 1006420— They raised it to 650 from 400, and this is for Ed' s
vehicle for safety.

EBR— Is that red jeep his... personal vehicle...

LB & JA— It' s a city vehicle.

JA—He does take it home because he' s on call if there are

accidents.

LB —And he pays that $30.00 fee.

LM—So it' s just up keep on his vehicle.

LB —Yes.

LM—Office supplies.

LB —Office supplies is going up because they are taking on Susan
from payroll... and explained she uses a lot of paper.

LM—Is there a payroll office in here.
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LB —Payroll was under Adm. Offices and will be moved to HR.

JA—Well there is a new person which is Linda that will be

taking... that will be using office supplies out of that.

LB —Susan also has a special check printer that uses micro-ink.

FT— Asked about direct deposit.

LB —Indicated they have direct deposit with several employees on
direct deposit, and explained it is not mandatory.

EBR—Employee training... up 146%.

LB —For Ed to go to the OSHA Class that he needs to keep up on
OSHA Regulations alone is $ 1, 300, and put in$ 1, 000 for booklets

for training supervisors. And explained what she would like to
do... our supervisors are in need of some update in training, and
indicated there is a booklet she can get and there are several of

them.

She proposed to the City Manager that once a month try to do an
employee supervisory training and order some of these booklets,
but the problem is you have to order 10 booklets at $ 5. 00 each and

want to start with 6 classes.

EBR— Indicated there should have been some tapes that were being
purchased when I was there.

LB —A lot of them are out dated as so many of the rules and regs.
have changed.

EBR— That training hasn' t been kept up... I mean for supervisors.

LB —The only training our supervisors have been getting is through
our Safety Counseling... right Jaime.

JA— It is a problem... all of our supervisors... most of them have

come up through the ranks and so they never really came from
someplace where they were already supervisors or had training, or
have education... so I' ve been finding... our people don' t know how

to discipline.

LB —Or write a disciplinary action... how to do the paperwork.

EBR— I was thinking that there was something that had come down
from EEOC requesting that the City make sure and train their
supervisors as far as the proper procedures.

JA—Last year they sent 4 supervisors to a class.

LB —But that' s $ 299.00 each when they send them out like that, so
if they can get the booklets and do it here they can do it cheaper.

JA—We will probably still be doing that... it' s hitting them from
different angles with different ideas about training that' s
important... we currently have a problem with a department that
handled a situation wrong and they hoping it' s not going to lead to
a lawsuit but it may... because of the way it was handled.

LM—So that$ 2, 300.

LB —I put down for payroll and HR to go every year to the Labor
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Law Meeting to stay up on all the labor laws and that' s
approximately$ 300.00 per person.  If I get a new HR person I
would like to do a class for them.

LM—So that' s $ 1, 300, 1, 000 and 600.

LB —Okay$ 1, 300 for ED, approximately$ 1, 116 for payroll and

HR, and $ 1, 000 for booklets.

EBR— It would be nice that we would get those sheets that explain

what they are talking about... they use to once upon a time. We use
to get the budget and for the expenditures they were itemized and
given to them... it saves a lot of questions some times.

LM—What' s your Capital?

LB —The Capital purchases they are requesting a new computer,
and looking at trying to get a scanner. She explained that on the
copier they set it up to have the capability to network from other
offices such as Jaime, and they will be doing the same in the new
HR building.

BH—The answer is before the building can be occupied it has to be
part of the network, and indicated HR and payroll are heavy users,
and they absolutely have to have a secure network facility into the
HR building. He stated he has looked at several options and the
one that will provide them the best performance is to extend the

fiber optic network from City Hall, and has 3 contractors that are
interested in providing this service and the figures he has provided
are preliminary.

LM— Is this anywhere?

JA—This is in the budget already.

BH—To my knowledge it is... I think it' s built in part of the

facilities for the remodel.

JA— It' s in the Facility Mgmt. Budget. They did want to explain
for the first time using fiber optic to connect an outline
building... and then the plan hopefully and eventually is to connect
fiber optic to the world, and indicated there is a fiber optic drop
behind City Hall.

BH—Stated currently Zia Net is what they call POP or point of
presence... is actually a stones throw from City Hall right next to
Sierra Grande Lodge. He stated currently the School District has a
direct fiber tap into Zia Net' s connection and I' ve gotten pricing
from Zia Net to do the same thing and have received technical level
approval from the School District to tap into his fiber optic
network... and they can make use of at least one pair of cables on
his network where it makes sense to help us extend this network out
to City buildings... but all of this is a future plan that they don' t
want to do anything to preclude or to purchase throw away
equipment if they get approval at mid-year adjustment or later to
actually do it... on the other hand they want to get... they have time
pressure here to get the new building occupied... so what they have
asked for it a dedicated point to point line from one building to
another.

JA—Stated what they want to make sure is what they are doing
now is going to be compatible to that future connection.
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JA— Indicated there is also new furniture involved in the new

building.

LB —Stated they will need another 5- drawer filing cabinet, another
desk... I put down 2 desks, one for payroll and one for HR if

possible, and they were cut there, and the City Manager cut me
back from $ 10,000 to $660... so I think I' m going to do away with
one of the desks and indicated she needed a good cross- cut

shredder, and will also need some metal heavy duty steel shelving
for storage of boxes.

JA—Right now we have confidential payroll information stored at

the end of City Hall... and anybody can go in there

Police Dept. —Page 13

Chief Peterson came before the Commission and stated he did not

have problems with his budget, and that he is here to make a plea

for two of his employees... both civilians and that they have had
quite a turn over in that particular... the two ladies that work and

working in such a capacity and able to provide more detailed
accomplishments.

He stated one of them makes after the 6% is $ 10. 28 as an Adm.

Asst., and the other one is an Adm. Aide after the 6% will be

making $7. 53, and he finally has two people outstanding in that
area, and was in hopes for those two individuals for the one being
paid $ 10. 28, and that is still under what the last person was making
in that position when they left.

EBR— How long had that person been in the position when they
left?

CP— For 3 years, and of the 2 if I was to try and pick one to try and

get some money for it would be of course the one making
7. 53... bringing them up to around $8. 50 an hour... so that is the

only plea that I have trying to get... if an Adm. Asst., and deduct the

amount of years they have been here from their pay on scales that I
have been privy to see... they still would be making more that either

10. 28 or$ 7. 53.

LM—What' s par in your estimation?

CP— I was hoping... in my opinion with the 6% to be at least

making what the last Adm. Asst. made which I believe was $ 11. 53

or something of that sort.

JA— The prior assistant was making $ 11. 24.

CP— And the $ 7. 53 be brought up to...

JA— The prior person was making $ 11. 24... the current person is

making $9. 60, and you would like to bump her up to $ 11. 24, and

the other person is currently making $7. 10 and would like to bump
that up to $9.00.

CP— Yes sir.

JA— Plus the 6%.

CP— No, no, no... this is with the 6%.
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CP— And I still believe... if Linda could share with you when she
brings it next time or whatever... the scale to see what the titles are

making... a Adm. Asst.,... City wide and then we have them in
ours... the same title making less than what they' re making so and
it' s not even if you deduct the years from that the longevity
factor... we' re still making under... that' s the statement I' m

making... I don' t have the facts and figures to prove that.

EBR—Well I see where you' re wanting to bump that one to 9
something... I see where in the City Clerk' s office... the

clerk/receptionist is just making $8. 68... that' s the new hourly
wage. And that' s where... you have some Court Clerk' s that are at

7. 76... you know so...

LB —I think$ 9 is high.

EBR— To me you know... and I can see where you appreciate

everybody... and yes I realize titles, but I' m sorry too... throughout

the years titles have been changed and fancied up and whatever... to

where somebody used to be a regular secretary is now whatever.

She stated with the fancy titles... go higher wages... you know and

to me when I look through the pay scales here I find a lot of other
people. And indicated his non-certified officer... Russ is $ 9.42.

CP— And that' s low.

EBR—Well okay but yet you wanna bring this secretary... I' m

gonna use the term secretary.. because basically that would be
what she would be.

CP— Okay.

EBR— And wanna bring the secretary up to $9.42.

CP— I wanna bring her up... well we had Sandra at the

level... because you don' t get to the...

EBR - $9.60 even higher that you' re...

CP— It' s like a trainer for the first year officer... a first year officer
comes in un-certified... he doesn' t know how to make out a time
sheet... doesn' t know how to make out the overtime, and who is the

trainer of most of this paperwork is not only a supervisor, but when
you turn it in... and there is and now to get through the Academy
you have to make sure the packet... which is a thick packet on each
person... is submitted by these girls, and if they screw up and put
something in there or don' t put something in there that should
be... they miss an Academy and we' re out another$ 5, 000.  I have
not gone through any of that with these two that we have in there
now, and it' s less costly to have those two people... so it' s not that

I' m trying to compare to a not knowing how to be a police officer
and a beginning salary for a secretary.

EBR—Okay while we are on that I have another question... you

have another non-certified officer that' s making like$ 11. 94... don' t

they have to be certified within a year.

LB —We only have one officer now that is not certified and that is
Officer???? (I could not hear the name).
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EBR— I don' t wanna know the names... I' m just asking because
right here I noticed that there was a non-certified officer and he was

getting$ 11. 94 with the new hourly rate.

LM—I was just looking at the percentage.

CP— They would be making more than possibly the un-certified
officer... or is that what you figured out already.

JA—Are you proposing going from$ 9.60 currently to $ 11. 24.

CP— Right.

JA—For the upper person and$ 7. 10 currently to $9 for the lower...

CP— Okay... that' s sort of... get the idea... it' s still under even my
un-certified, correct.

LB —Pointed out that the one hasn' t been here a year yet.

EBR—Your Adm. Aide is making$ 7. 10 now moving up to
7. 53... and she hasn' t been here a year.

LB —No ma' am she has not.

EBR— Well I don' t think...

CP— That' s why I' m loosing is that you get them off the street in
between jobs... they take that job and then of course a job comes
along at somewhere... what' s your lowest Jerry.

JS — Probably$ 8. 25.

CP— There' s a lot of things that beat$ 7. 53 if they give only the 6%
and I would like to make it to where it behooves to try and stay.

EBR— What' s the probation period?

LB —One year.

EBR— One year... so she hasn' t even completed probation.

CP— She should be pretty... very close to one year.

LB — She' s close but hasn' t completely...

CP— It' s within a month of a year... I believe or two months within

a year, right.

Chief Peterson went on with various issues on why he felt the two
individuals deserved the additional raise he was asking for.

EBR— Had a question in overtime, and noticed they adjusted up to
90,000 and I know last year would have been$ 66, 127... but now

it' s... after adjusting it to $90,798 they were cutting it back to
65,798.

CP— I was wondering how they could give a 6% raise and reduce

my overtime.

EBR— Stated if they had to adjust to $90,000 then it' s telling me
that is what you' ve spent or plan to spend by the end of June.
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LM– Yea but didn' t you have more vacant positions last year?

EBR– I thought they still had...

CP– Jaime trying to make this budget look realistic... instead of us

keep pulling from these people we haven' t filled positions for and
put it up in overtime... he' s saying that should have been
overtime... not that you had to pay... we shouldn' t of had it in the
line item of people... we just can' t come across the people.

JA– The overtime spent year- to-date in March was $ 60,000 and
the total budget was $ 65,000 for last year... so we' re just...

EBR– Then why did we want it adjusted to $90,000?

HB – Because they had just lost an officer. And stated right now
they are at$ 72,000 in overtime and still have 4 pay-periods left.

JA– The other issue to consider is they budgeted for 15
positions... so if those 15 positions do not pan out... as they haven' t
in the past then they take the savings from the regular salaries and
push it into overtime to make up for the difference.

LM– So your question Evelyn is it enough?

EBR– Is the$ 65, 798 enough?

JS – I have a question— to Freddie you do your own when you have
events... especially big events... you pay for them right?

FT– Right.

JS – The security... our officers are being paid by the City... or is
that...

LM– They can' t that' s anti-donation.

CP– If we go over there because of a party... if it' s not... if

Freddie' s security hasn' t called them over there and they are
dealing with something that a customer on a street... then his

security only has rights to...

JS – But you made the statement that if we' re not there and there is
a problem... are we saying that we have somebody on duty because
of the party or... tell me... I' m missing the point.

CP– I usually have two men/ female on... per shift.  If they get a
call to an event that involves liquor... one of them or both respond

depending on the type of call.

LM– It came across that you' re saying that you send officers to
those events so you don' t have... issues after the fact... you would

rather have your officers there at the event to pre-empt any issues
that you may have afterwards...

CP– I would like to see that.

LM– It sounds like you' re sending your officers on paid time to go
to personal events...

JA– Let me clarify... and listen to what I' m saying. What you said
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was... your officers are hired by the private party and paid by them
and you would like to have them hired and paid for by the
private... because that reduces the impact on your department.

CP— And I didn' t mean to say that... if I said that.

It was clarified that they cannot be on City time and also be paid
by the private party, and that was the impression that was given.

LM—The question is $ 65, 798 enough for overtime?  So the answer

is yes...

JA—My feeling is that the answer is yes and if it goes beyond that
they end up having salary savings.

EBR— And you' re cutting back on gas and oil?

CP— I saw that and I don' t... I forgot what they determined.

HB —Stated it was at$ 25, 400, and when Jaime did the cut... that' s

where he cut$ 5, 000. And stated right now for gas and oil is at
21, 989... and still have one more month.

It was the consensus of the Commission that they need to adjust it
to $25, 400.

LM—The next question I have is on non-capital equipment.

JR— Before we go on further... back on salaries... the two... I would

like to put that on your list to look at when they get through budget,
and I think those are a little bit high on a couple but... I think we

need to discuss that one.

JA—For mid-year budget.

JR— No when...

JA— On the recap.

JS — To see if we have enough money to do that.

LM—I don' t agree with the 16 & 25% increase...

JR & JS — No that' s too high.

LM—My next question is on non-capital equipment.

CP— On non-capital equipment I had originally things that
Williamsburg bought for them out of some excess money they had
last fiscal year and I was able to take off the digital tape recorders,

digital cameras, so I had less on my wish list and that' s why that
was cut.

LM & JS — It' s not cut... It' s 150% increase...$ 4, 100.

HB —The only thing they cut was the computer printers, and they
still had the digital tape recorders, digital cameras and the 4 in
vehicles radios.

CP— I didn' t get... I don' t believe a printer out of this last year... I

did get the cameras and the digital tape recorders.  Is the sleuth in
that?
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JA—Actually that is something we may have missed because I
have it at... from $4, 100 and cut him to $2, 600 in that item.  In that

area he has two printers at$ 300. each, 2 digital cameras at $ 300.

each and 4 in vehicle radios at $ 2, 000 total which would have been

3, 200.  He stated that should have been $2, 600.

LM—The one below it... safety equipment are those vests?

CP— Okay now last year I thought I was gonna be able to get
9, 000 from the Federal Government and all we have to do is kick

in $9,000 and buy vests for everybody, but they did receive $ 3, 500
and the City kicked in $3, 500 and will buy as many vests as they
possibly can... that 7 of the officers out in the field will get first,

and this new fiscal year... that' s the remainder of the vests here.

EBR— Telephone is going down.

CP— I think they didn' t use as much as they projected.

EBR— We had adjusted budget was $ 13, 000... last figures that I

have.

JA—And that' s based on actual usage.

EBR - $ 13, 000 based on actual usage... then why is it being cut to
10,000.

JA - $ 10,000 is based on actual usage, but $ 13, 000 is the budget for

last year.

HB —Right now it' s at $ 9,600.

LM—The next one I have is equipment and machinery - $ 3, 300.

CP— What I have on my paperwork is 3 computers and 2 lateral
file cabinets.

LM—Other capital purchases.

CP— Including on those is a video security camera system for
the... one system is 4 cameras which comes to about$ 1, 200 mainly
for our new building... one being for the evidence room, one for the
garage where they pull in, one in the booking area, and one for the
door on the outside.  Alarm system for the evidence locker, the in-

video cameras... two more should give all his patrol type personnel

each one a camera in their car, sleuth upgrade, and he thinks they
adjusted that somehow... instead of paying for the whole thing next
fiscal year he had enough left over this fiscal year to put $3, 000

down on it and make payments on it for the next fiscal year.

HB —It will be $ 10,016 the remainder that they budgeted.

CP— Also made mention of upgrading the radio repeater, and HB
indicated it was included, and stated they removed 4 radar units.

Page 14— A/C—

Nothing... gas and oil was cut.

Pages 31 & 32— Donations —
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Going from $ 11, 000 to $800

JA— The donations last year were $7, 000...

HB —No, no... the actual right now is only $400, and it was way
over estimated only because they based it on the actual fiscal year
of 2006.

LM—What are the other donations... what' s your actual' s on other

donations.

HB —The other donations - $ 710 right now.

JS — Well if you' re looking at other donations of$710, but
expenses are $ 3, 100.

LM—I know...

HB —That' s the money that' s been accumulated from the previous
years that hasn' t been spent.

LM— So is that money there?

HB —Yes, yes all that money that I put in there is there from
previous years that they have not used.

LM— So the $4, 680 is covered already?

HB —Yes.

Page 32 —Confidential Fund—

All zeros.

Page 30—

JA— This is the grant money they receive for police cars, and they
estimate to receive $27,000 and will add in $5, 000 to buy 2 cars.
He indicated Utah is no longer available and stated this is regular
price for new cars.

He stated they cut back to 2 cars instead of 3, and indicated they
originally had 3 in the budget.

CP— Stated these are used vehicles and that Utah is no longer in the

picture and they can' t get the low mileage and stated they are not
doing that anymore.  He stated they found another source instead of
getting the vehicles with 18- 25, 000 miles they will have to take
vehicles starting off in the 40- 60,000 miles for less money about

15, 000.

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.

APPROVAL:   PASSED AND APPROVED this day o
2007, on motion duly made ommissioner

seconded by Commissioner and carried.
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